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Abstract
Immersion is essential for player experience in video games. Artificial Intelligence serves
as an agent that can generate human-like responses and intelligence to reinforce a player’s
immersion into their environment. The most common strategy involved in video game AI is
using decision trees to guide chosen actions. However, decision trees result in repetitive and
robotic actions that reflect an unrealistic interaction. This experiment applies a genetic algorithm
that explores selection, crossover, and mutation functions for genetic algorithm implementation
in an isolated Super Mario Bros. pathfinding environment. An optimized pathfinding AI can be
created by combining an elitist selection strategy with a uniform distribution crossover and
minimal mutation rate.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Types of Video Games
There are numerous genres of video games that have unique playstyles. Popular video
game genres include Stealth, Fighting, Survival, Platformer, Real-Time Strategy (RTS), and
Mobile Online Battle Areas (MOBAs) (W, The Complete Guide to Video Game Genres, 2021).
For example, Metal Gear Solid (Metal Gear Solid V: The Phantom Pain, 2015) is a popular
stealth game that requires the player to avoid detection by enemies while completing a specified
objective, such as stealing an item or reaching the end of a level. Mortal Kombat (Mortal
Kombat 11, 2019) is an example of a fighting game, where the player fights against a human or
computer opponent using precise timing and memorized combinations of inputs. Day Z (Day Z,
2013) is a survival game where the player is spawned in a hostile setting, with the game’s goal
being survival. The survival genre typically includes resources the player manages, such as food
and water.
Platformers are games where the player maneuvers across multiple obstacles and
platforms to reach a goal. The most famous platformer is Super Mario Bros. (Super Mario Bros.,
1985) which was the environment for this experiment. Other notable platformers include Shovel
Knight (Shovel Knight, 2014) and Super Meat Boy (Super Meat Boy, 2010). Shovel Knight
(Shovel Knight, 2014) is known for having slow-paced platforming with additional combat
capabilities in comparison to the traditional 8-bit platformers. It also centers around exploration
and careful movements rather than fast reflexes. Super Meat Boy (Super Meat Boy, 2010) is
known for incredibly fast-paced and difficult levels centered around dying and restarting many
times.
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RTS games include managing resources, buildings, and units without having turns to
separate different players’ actions. The objective of RTS games is to position units and different
structures with the intention of securing areas of the map destroying areas controlled by the
opposing sides. RTS games such as Starcraft (Starcraft, 1998) use pathing Artificial Intelligence
(AI) when moving units between their current location and their designated goal, where the
starting and ending locations are set by the player. MOBAs give the player control of a single
character with different abilities and equipment which increase in effectiveness as the game
progresses. The objective of the game is to destroy the opposing team’s main structure at
opposite ends of the arena. Players have many non-player characters (NPCs) assisting them to
take down opponent players and structures. The NPCs have a pathing AI like the ones used in
RTS games, except the start and endpoints are determined by the game engine rather than the
player. Almost every game is a combination of genres, including at least one of the genres
described.
Artificial Intelligence
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is the capability of computers to perform tasks associated with
human intelligence, such as decision-making and pattern recognition. According to Darrell West
(West, 2018), the three main qualities constituting an AI are intentionality, intelligence, and
adaptability. Intentionality refers to the use of various inputs to make an instant analysis of the
data. For example, self-driving cars are equipped with light detection and ranging sensors
(LIDARS) which are used to gather information about the car’s surroundings (Yuming, Liu,
Tang, & West, 2018). These sensors are used to determine whether there are any hazards and act
accordingly. Intelligence refers to the AI’s ability to compile information and recognize patterns.
For example, AI can manage school enrollment systems by taking the students’ locations,
17

desired schools, interests, and skills into account (Valant, 2017). Adaptability refers to the
capability of an AI to adjust to varying environments to make decisions. For example, AI
assistants can respond to emails for someone to make appointments, change schedules, and
communicate that information to others without needing human intervention based on incoming
emails (West, 2018). Using these three qualities—intentionality, intelligence, and adaptability,
AI computer programs can mimic human intelligence.
AI in Video Games
AI in video games is grouped into two main categories: context AI and game AI. Context
AI focuses on individual tasks and reacting to the player (Safadi, 2015). For example, in the
game Slay the Spire (Slay the Spire, 2017), the player has a deck of cards that all have varying
effects. These cards are used to overcome the challenges introduced with each new floor, with
the overall goal being to climb to the top of the spire. Each time the game is played, the spire’s
floors are randomly generated, and each floor randomizes the cards in the deck and draws a hand
to use. The randomly generated hands and spires are examples of context AI.
Game AI focuses on the objectives and rules that directly affect the player’s experience
(Safadi, 2015). For example, in Slay the Spire (Slay the Spire, 2017), different enemies have
different attack and defense patterns they follow. These patterns are created with game AI, as
every single enemy of a given type will have that same pattern. An easy way to represent the two
categories is that context AI is specific to an instance within the game, while game AI is
consistent throughout the game. This experiment’s primary focus is developing a game AI to
optimize the player’s movement to meet a specific game’s objectives—in this case, minimizing
the amount of time spent completing a level in Super Mario Bros.
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Organization of this Paper
This paper includes three chapters in addition to the Introduction and Conclusion.
Chapter 2 revolves around the history of video game solvers and how they have evolved. Chapter
3 discusses the accepted design of the Mario AI framework and designs that were rejected.
Chapter 4 discusses the results of the experiments, which are included in charts and graphs for
easy visualization and comparison. Chapter 5 concludes by discussing the significance of the
design and provides further avenues for extending this research.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
The beginning of AI implementation in video games was in the form of a Nim Machine
created in 1951 (Grant & Lardner, 1952). Nim (Bouton, 1901) was a game with four rows of
matchsticks that held one, three, five, and seven matchsticks, respectively. The objective of the
game was to remove at least one matchstick from a single row each turn. The last player to remove
a matchstick lost the game. Grant and Lardner’s Nim AI framework represented the game as
numerical pairs rather than whole numbers. More specifically, the first row became a single
matchstick (a one), the second row became a one and a two, rather than a three. The third row
became a one and a four, and the fourth row registered as a one, two, and four. This is displayed
in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Example of Nim Breakdown

The pairs referred to the total number of sets. All four rows contained a set with one match
in it, giving two pairs of single matchsticks. Rows two and four both contained a set of two
matchsticks, leaving a single pair. Likewise, rows three and four included a set of four matchsticks,
leaving a single pair. This strategy left two pairs of ones, a pair of twos, and a pair of fours. The
AI’s goal was to keep the pairs at an even number until only three pairs of values were left. For
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example, if a player removed four matchsticks from the third row, the AI would remove four
matchsticks from the fourth row. This strategy gave the AI a guaranteed win if it went second, and
it would win every time it went first, assuming the other player made a mistake (Sarcone &
Waeber, n.d.). This strategy is known as the Nim sum (Bouton, 1901). In an alternative version of
the game, the player who removed the final matchstick won the game.
Figure 2 shows an example of an alternative game of Nim that only has three rows instead
of four. In this example, row one contains a one and a two, row two contains a one and a three,
and row three contains a two and a three. The game begins with agent A, the AI, taking the two
away from row one. Player B removes the three from row three. To balance the pairs, agent A
removes one from row two, making the remaining three turn into a one and a two to match the
other rows. Player B takes the one from row two, followed by agent A removing the matching one
from row one. Player B removes one from row two, so agent A does the same for row 3. Player B
takes the last matchstick from row 2, and agent A takes the last matchstick from row 3 to win the
game.

Figure 2: Example of Alternative Nim Game (University of Cambridge, n.d.)

Games with AI opponents became popular in the late 1970s’ “golden age of arcade
games” (Northfield, 2018). Space Invaders (Space Invaders, 1978) was one of the first popular
17

video games with AI opponents that offered increasingly difficult levels by changing enemy
movement patterns depending on how many levels the player completed. The next type of AI
introduced was in the game Asteroids (Asteroids, 1979), where the speed, size, and direction of
the hostile targets would scale with the amount of time spent in the game. Video games began to
include maze-pathfinding AI after Pac-Man’s (Pac-Man, 1980) release in 1980, with the enemy
ghosts’ movement being based on player movement and avoiding walls.
The golden age of arcade games ended with the rise in popularity of home consoles such
as the Atari, which was released in 1977, and the Nintendo Entertainment System (NES) which
released in 1983. Most popular arcade games were remade to be playable on the home consoles,
resulting in arcades becoming obsolete. The consoles also introduced new titles such as Super
Mario Bros. and The Legend of Zelda (W, Video Games History, 2021). Games produced during
this timeframe were limited in content outside of direct gameplay since ROM cartridges that held
the games had small storage capacities. This storage limitation prevented most games from
including more complex AI that have since become commonplace in video games.
The early 1990s showed significant improvements in optical media for video games after
CD-ROMs became common for music in the late 1980s. These improvements led to increased
storage capacity and content, cheaper products, and better graphics (Cohen, 2020).
Technological advancements allowed for more ambitious projects like Wolfenstein 3D
(Wolfenstein 3D, 1992), which sparked the rise in popularity for the First-Person Shooter genre.
Introducing enemy AI with 3D movement and aiming was incredibly new at the time and laid the
groundwork for future 3D video games. With the introduction of the internet, online capabilities
resulted in the creation of the Massively Multiplayer Online (MMO) game genre. AI in MMOs
had to react to every available player, rather than the usual one to four. By the end of the 1990s,
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video games had split into three main categories. Online gaming was exclusive to computers.
The PlayStation console was the affordable optical-based option with a wide variety of different
genres. The Nintendo-64 (N64) was a 64-bit cartridge-based platform that provided more power
and faster loading at the expense of higher cost. In general, AI development outside of
movement in this time-period stagnated in favor of implementing 3D graphics and new player
mechanics.
The early 2000s included the transition of consoles into devices with online capabilities,
such as the Xbox 360, PlayStation 3, and Nintendo Wii. The most significant AI innovation
between the three main consoles of the generation is the Nintendo Wii’s motion controls. The
motion controls are read by a sensor bar that contained multiple LED lights. The lights were used
as a reference point picked up by the Wii remote and uses the reference point to calculate the
controller’s movement (Brain, 2007). The new control scheme drastically changed game and
context AI by allowing for entirely new mechanics to take over completing objectives within the
game. For example, Mario Super Sluggers (Mario Super Sluggers, 2008) is a baseball game on
the Nintendo Wii involving swinging the Wii remote to mimic swinging the baseball bat or
pitching the baseball in the game. The change in controls changed the game AI because the
timing of the swings affect the calculated power of each pitch and swing. The popularity of the
Nintendo Wii’s innovative control scheme resulted in Microsoft and Sony releasing their
versions of motion controls for their respective consoles in 2010.
The current era of video game AI revolves around solvers due to advances in hardware
and Tool-Assisted Speedrun (TAS) bots becoming popular on video streaming platforms such as
YouTube. Video game solver AI competitions began in the late 2000s, but they became more
commonplace in the early 2010s (Levine, et al., 2013). One such competition was the Mario AI
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Championship which was an annual competition using a Super Mario Bros. infinite levels
framework that took place between 2009 and 2012 (Togelius, Shaker, Karakovsky, &
Yannakakis, 2013). The competition had two main ‘tracks’ to apply for competing: the Turing
Test track and the Level Generation track. The Turing Test track tested the player AI for
humanistic reactions and decisions, whereas the Level Generation track tested the levels
generated by the AI based on judge discretion. Another competition is the General Video Game
AI (GVG-AI) Competition (Perez, n.d.). This competition was hosted annually starting in 2014
until 2019 to create a generalized AI capable of level completion and generation for a multitude
of different games. This competition was designed to highlight the difference in difficulty
between developing a general AI and a narrow AI. Narrow AIs can be catered specifically to the
game environment it is part of, making context AI easier to focus on. General AIs are designed
with the sole purpose of making an optimized game AI, to the point where the general AI is
capable of implementing the same mechanics effectively while in different environments.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
Environment
The Mario AI was designed to find an algorithm that achieves successful pathfinding in a
Super Mario Bros. level. Specifically, this study explored a genetic algorithm using different
initialization, selection, crossover, and mutation strategies within the Super Mario Bros. AI
framework (Kefik, 2017). The genetic algorithm was trained using a specific game level within
the Super Mario Bros. AI framework to ensure proper testing. The game level, set up by
applying a common seed, had a limited selection of enemy types throughout the map that
provided obstacles to the AI including Goombas, Koopas, and Spinies. The Mario player could
jump on a Goomba enemy type or hit it with fireballs to defeat it; running into the side of a
Goomba caused damage to the player. The player could jump on a Koopa enemy type to turn it
into a shell; running into the side of the shell launched the shell in the direction the player was
moving. Shells bounced off walls, could run into the player to causing damage, or could run into
other enemies and defeat them while moving. The player could also attack a Koopa using a
fireball; however, the Koopa would only turn into a shell if the player jumped on it. The Spiny
enemy type damaged the player if touched, and fireballs were the only way to defeat it. The
remaining obstacles included trenches and floating blocks distributed throughout the game level
for maneuvering.
The player had five inputs, 21 total pairs of input combinations, and 14 total outputs that
represent possible movements for player in the game level. The five inputs include:
0 ← 𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡

1 ← 𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒 𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

2 ← 𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑡

3 ← 𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑡

4 ← 𝑗𝑢𝑚𝑝

Moving left provided no benefit in the game level used for testing because there were no
obstacles within the level where backward movement was the optimal solution to avoid. Because
17

there was never an instance of backwards movement being beneficial, it was disabled. The AI
treated a ‘0’ input as a null, or no-operation since each movement combines two inputs. Null
inputs could only appear in the first input option and were disabled for the second. Since the
input pairs were combinations and not permutations, the order was irrelevant. In the classic
Mario game, the sprinting and shooting actions were mapped to the same control, but these
inputs were separated for this experiment. When using the five inputs along with these
combination rules, the following 14 outputs are possible:
01 ← 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝 𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

02 ← 𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑡

03 ← 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑡

11 ← 𝑙𝑢𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

12 ← 𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

13 ← 𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑡 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑟𝑢𝑛

22 ← 𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑡
33 ← 𝑑𝑜𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑡

23 ← 𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑡
34 ← 𝑗𝑢𝑚𝑝 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑡

04 ← 𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑗𝑢𝑚𝑝
14 ← 𝑗𝑢𝑚𝑝 𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

24 ← 𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑗𝑢𝑚𝑝
44 ← 𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙 𝑗𝑢𝑚𝑝

Genetic Algorithms
Genetic algorithms are optimization algorithms designed to mirror the effects of natural
selection. A population of chromosomes is randomly initialized to implement the concept of
Darwinism to decide who survives (Michalewicz, 2013). Each chromosome represents a
potential solution to a problem and has a fitness score to quantify how successful the given
solution is. After initializing the first generation, the following generation is produced by
performing selection, crossover, and mutation strategies, with a fitness function to determine the
worth of each potential solution.
Algorithm 1 describes the genetic algorithm used in this experiment. First, the algorithm
generated the initial population randomly. After generation one was created, parent
chromosomes were selected based on how high their fitness score was and those selected
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Algorithm 1: Genetic Algorithm
Input: Array of Generations
Output: Updated Array of Generations
1: 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑎𝑑𝑑 𝑡𝑜 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑦
2: 𝒘𝒉𝒊𝒍𝒆 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙:
3:
𝒘𝒉𝒊𝒍𝒆 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙:
4:
𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑡𝑜 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒
5:
𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑
6:
𝑚𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑛 𝑚𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
7:
𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑑 𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑
8:
𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑏𝑦 𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒
9:
𝑎𝑑𝑑 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑜 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
10: 𝒆𝒏𝒅 𝒘𝒉𝒊𝒍𝒆
11: 𝒆𝒏𝒅 𝒘𝒉𝒊𝒍𝒆
chromosomes were combined to create a child chromosome. Next, the child chromosome was
potentially mutated. Then, the resulting child completed a run-through of the game level to
calculate fitness based on the distance traveled, time taken, and whether the level was completed.
The resulting fitness score was recorded, and the child was added to the next generation. This
process repeated until the new generation reached the desired population size. The resulting
generation was sorted by fitness score and added into an array of generations. This process
repeated until the number of desired generations of 100 was reached.
Initialization and Fitness
The initialization strategy, described in Algorithm 2, created an entirely randomized
generation of chromosomes. A chromosome in the first generation was limited to 1600 inputs to
avoid wasting time stuck in trenches or behind walls. Once an agent gets stuck, it needs to escape
quickly; otherwise, it will use a large portion of the available inputs and fail before completing
the map. By implementing the 1600 input limit, it allows enough leniency in optimized
movement for minor mistakes to occur without failing, but still provides a strict limit to prevent
chromosomes that waste inputs unnecessarily jumping and shooting from reproducing.
17

Algorithm 2: Input Selection (Initialization)
Input: Movement Size
Output: Array of Movements
1: 𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙:
2: 𝑛𝑢𝑚 ← 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 4
3: 𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝑖 < 2:
4:
𝑖𝑓 𝑛𝑢𝑚 𝑖𝑛 [0,1,2,3,4], 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑎𝑑𝑑 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑜 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔
5:
𝑛𝑢𝑚 ← 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 4
6:
𝑖 ←𝑖+1
7: 𝒆𝒏𝒅 𝒇𝒐𝒓
8: 𝑎𝑑𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑜 𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑦
Algorithm 3: Calculate Fitness Score
Input: Distance Passed, Level Completion Status, Time Left on Timer
Output: Fitness Score
1: 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 ← 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑑 × 1
2: 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 ← 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑠 × 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑡 × 8
3: 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 ← 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑠 × 1024
4: 𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 ← 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 + 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 + 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒
5: 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒
Calculating the fitness score (Algorithm 3) required that the Super Mario Bros. AI
framework use a chromosome’s inputs to run the game level and collect game parameters. These
game parameters then determined the chromosome’s fitness level. Distance passed was the
maximum distance the agent reached during the game level. Level status was 0 if the agent failed
the level or 1 if the agent completed the level. Using level status as a multiplier enabled only
completed runs to get a completion and time bonus, while failed runs received scores based
solely on distance. The time left was multiplied by eight to determine the score because it
rewarded faster completion times with a higher chance of reproducing. One of the main hurdles
for the player was getting trapped behind walls. The agents who get trapped were eliminated
faster by implementing a time bonus. The level status was multiplied by 1024 to determine the
level score because it drastically separated successful runs from the failed runs. Separating the
successful runs from the failures made it much more likely for the successful runs to reproduce.
Without the level status multiplier, chromosomes that used up almost all available time would
17

have similar scores to incomplete chromosomes. Each chromosome’s fitness was determined by
the sum of the distance passed, the time score, and the level score. This sum allowed successful
runs to distinguish themselves from the failures early on and eventually result in a competition
for the fastest completion time. Desirable fitness levels would be above 6000, which would
require every run to be completed within 90 seconds. The length of the level is 4096 units, and a
completed run would have a minimum score of 5,120. To achieve a fitness score of 6000, a time
bonus of at least 880 would be required. This time bonus requires the clock’s time to be above
110 seconds, with the timer descending from 200 seconds.
Selection
The selection process used a fitness proportionate elitist strategy to determine which
chromosomes to use for reproduction. This strategy requires the population to be sorted by
fitness, where the most-fit chromosome is first. Two parents were selected randomly from the
best candidates according to fitness within the population. Algorithm 4 shows the implemented
strategy, which ensured the same parent could not be chosen twice to avoid direct cloning of
undesired runs. The small gene pool allowed the algorithm to advance through the beginning of
each level quickly. Therefore, the AI reached a consistent state early and allowed the mutation
strategy to overtake optimization.
Preliminary testing showed 10% to be the best selection percentage for the elitist strategy.
Figure 3 shows that larger elitism brackets resulted in consistently lower results, where 20% and
smaller provided the best results. The 10% bracket was selected over 20% because its average
fitness peaked at a score of 6045, while 20% peaked at 6005.
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Algorithm 4: Selection Strategy
Input: Population Size, Reproduction Percentage
Output: Parent 1, Parent 2
1: 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑒𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡 ← 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 × 𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒
2: 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡1 ← 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚 𝑐ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑜𝑠𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑒𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡
3: 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡2 ← 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚 𝑐ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑜𝑠𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑒𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡
4: 𝒘𝒉𝒊𝒍𝒆 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡1 == 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡2 𝒅𝒐
5: 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡2 ← 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚 𝑐ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑜𝑠𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑒𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡
6: 𝒆𝒏𝒅 𝒘𝒉𝒊𝒍𝒆

Figure 3: Line Graph of Average Fitness Scores per Generation for each Selection Bracket

Crossover
The crossover implementation used a uniform distribution strategy, randomly
determining whether a movement would be from the first or second parent. Single- or multipoint strategies would combine sizable portions from each parent to create a child chromosome.
The uniform distribution crossover strategy, detailed in Algorithm 5, allowed for more genetic
variation in children, especially early in the algorithm’s lifecycle. This variation helped to
converge the average and highest runs quickly due to the elitist selection strategy. This
assumption was confirmed by preliminary testing (detailed in Figure 4), which showed that
uniform distribution crossover yielded the highest fitness scores. The highest line in each line
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graph within Figure 4 depicts the best ending for the test run of the single-point, multi-point, and
uniform distribution crossover strategies.

Algorithm 5: Crossover Strategy
Input: Parent 1, Parent 2
Output: Child
1: 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑀𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑠 ← 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 1′ 𝑠 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠
2: 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝 ← 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 2′ 𝑠 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠
3: 𝑖𝑓 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑀𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑠 > 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝, 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑀𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑠 ← 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝
4: 𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝑖 < 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑀𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑠:
5: 𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑛 ← 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 1
6: 𝑖𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑛 == 0, 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑎𝑑𝑑 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 1 𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 𝑡𝑜 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑 𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑦
7: 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒, 𝑎𝑑𝑑 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 2 𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 𝑡𝑜 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑 𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑦
8: 𝑖 ← 𝑖 + 1
9: 𝒆𝒏𝒅 𝒇𝒐𝒓

Figure 4: Line Graphs of Highest Fitness Scores per Generation for Single-Point, Multi-Point, and Uniform Crossover
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Mutation
The mutation strategy (Algorithm 6) only affected 5% of child chromosomes following
crossover. The strategy also used a random percentage of up to 50% to determine the amount a
chromosome is randomized. This strategy allowed for large variations in runs, potentially leading
to higher fitness. A maximum effect of 50% was helpful because many chromosome instances
had random movements that did not negatively impact the algorithm’s progression.
Reproduction and Repopulation
Like Algorithm 1, Input Selection (Initialization), Algorithm 7 is an Input Selection
algorithm that disables backward movement. Each generation had its average fitness and highest
fitness calculated and displayed to create different graphs, plots, and charts in the experimentation
results. The top individual from each generation was cloned to the next generation to prevent

Algorithm 6: Mutation Strategy
Input: Child Movement Array, Mutation Rate
Output: Updated Child
1: 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝 ← 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 100
2: 𝑖𝑓 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝 ≤ 𝑀𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒, 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑚𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 ← 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒
3: 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒, 𝑚𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 ← 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒
4: 𝑖𝑓 𝑚𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 == 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒, 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝒅𝒐
5: 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ← 𝑎𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚 𝑑𝑜𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 1 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑠 0.5
6: 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 ← 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐶ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑 𝑀𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑦 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒
7: 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝 ← 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 × 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
8: 𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝑖 < 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝:
9:
𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 ← 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐶ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑 𝑀𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑦 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒
10:
𝑛𝑒𝑤𝑀𝑜𝑣𝑒1 ← 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 4
11:
𝑛𝑒𝑤𝑀𝑜𝑣𝑒2 ← 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 4
12:
𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑦 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 ← “newMove1 “ + ” “ + “𝑛𝑒𝑤𝑀𝑜𝑣𝑒2”
13:
𝑖 ←𝑖+1
14: 𝒆𝒏𝒅 𝒇𝒐𝒓
15: 𝒆𝒏𝒅 𝒊𝒇
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Algorithm 7: Input Selection (Reproduction)
Input: Child
Output: N/A
1: 𝑖𝑓 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑 𝑖𝑠 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 0, 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 0
2: 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝒅𝒐
3: 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑀𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑠[2] ← 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑 𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑦 𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑜 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑠
4: 𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝒊 < 𝟐:
5:
𝑛𝑢𝑚 ← 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑟 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑀𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑠
6:
𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑜 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑛𝑢𝑚
7:
𝑖 ←𝑖+1
8: 𝒆𝒏𝒅 𝒇𝒐𝒓
9: 𝒆𝒏𝒅 𝒊𝒇
randomization that negatively impacts the chromosome with the highest fitness. This strategy also
ensured the individual with the highest fitness would always have a chance to reproduce. The
crossover strategy in Algorithm 5 was applied repeatedly using parents from the previous
generation until the new generation’s population size was reached.
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Chapter 4: Experimentation Results
Optimizing Mutation Rate
Figures 5 and 6 demonstrate each mutation rate’s peak result between 0% and 10%,
including the generation in which the peak was reached. The algorithm was run ten times for
each mutation rate, with only the highest result recorded. These figures demonstrate that
percentages around 5% had the best peak runs, whereas the runs near 0% and 10% peaked at
much lower scores. A noteworthy trend in Figure 6 is the highest average scores matched the
highest individual score for each mutation rate up to 6%. After 6%, the highest average fitness
score regularly fell below the individual highest fitness score, representing the disadvantages of
having too high a mutation rate. Mutation rates around 5% not only converged to the highest
individual and highest average fitness scores, but they converged much later than the smaller
percentages. Converging later and achieving the same result enables those percentages to explore
more paths before reaching the outcome. This enables the agent more opportunities to find
optimal routes and adds more variance between parents in the selection strategy.

Figure 5: Line Graph Displaying the Highest Fitness Scores of Each Generation for 11 Mutation Rate Percentages.
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Mutation Rate
Highest Average Fitness
Reached
Highest Fitness Reached
Generation of Highest
Average Fitness
Generation of Highest
Fitness

0%

1%

2%

3%

4%

5%

6%

7%

8%

9%

10%

5992

5968

6016

6008

5976

6024

6016

5973

5947

5933

5992

5992

5968

6016

6008

5976

6024

6016

5976

6000

5992

5992

24

23

26

28

38

47

43

38

40

33

33

22

10

17

23

25

18

18

18

34

12

29

Figure 6: Chart Displaying the Generation the Highest Average Fitness and Highest Total Fitness Scores were First Reached.

Figure 7 shows that a 1% mutation rate consistently had the lowest fitness score, with a
max of 5968. Once the runs began to converge, the mutation rate was too low to make any
noticeable difference, resulting in the early generations’ fitness plateauing. The median scoring
mutation rate was 10%, and the increase in the mutation rate allowed for convergence at an even
later generation than 5% did. However, the increase in mutation rate began to restrain the
selection process, as many selected parents were mutated negatively, as shown by results for
rates of 7% and higher in Figure 6. The highest scoring mutation rate was 5%. The increase in
the mutation rate allowed for convergence at a much later generation than 1% did. This increase
allowed for more opportunity for improvement and varied parents of the selection strategy for a
longer time, without mutating enough to hold back the selection process, shown by the variance
between the highest fitness generation and the generation of the highest average shown in Figure
6.
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Figure 7: Line Graph of Highest Fitness Scores for the Worst (1%), Best (5%), and Median (10%) Mutation Rates

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: Line Graph of (a) Average and (b) Highest Fitness Scores for Five Different Runs
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Run Number
Highest Average Fitness
Highest Individual Fitness
Generation of Highest
Average Fitness
Generation of Highest
Individual Fitness

1
6048
6048

2
6036
6040

3
6024
6024

4
6002
6024

5
6071
6072

60

85

51

51

82

26

46

29

31

39

Figure 9: Chart of Highest Individual and Average Fitness Scores and the Generations They Were Reached

Overall Results
Figures 8 and 9 display the final experiments’ results using a 10% elitist selection
strategy, 5% mutation rate, and a uniform distribution crossover for five distinct runs. Run 5 had
the highest fitness score of all experiments by completing the level in 81 seconds, about nine
seconds faster than the desired goal of 90 seconds. The lowest maximum individual fitness was
still three seconds faster than the desired goal. After completing every generation, the AI’s
average performance was better than the desired outcome of 90 seconds by a quarter of a second.
On the best run-through, the AI averaged just below nine seconds faster than the goal. Every new
run for the AI resulted in an average score spike before generation 40, with minor increases
afterward, creating an S-shaped distribution in Figure 8-a. The same runs’ highest individual
fitness distribution portrays a general logarithmic curve in Figure 8-b. Like the mutation tests in
Figures 5 and 6, the best runs had the largest generation gaps between their maximum average
and individual fitness.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
Analysis
This experiment provided additional research into optimizing pathfinding genetic
algorithms through the medium of a Super Mario Bros. AI framework. Findings compared the
outcome of many different types of pathfinding strategies that could work differently when put
into another environment. Therefore, this study serves a baseline framework for pathfinding AI
strategies within future game environments. The results of these experiments stress that elitist
selection strategies consistently provide higher fitness scores. The higher fitness scores reported
in these experiments also came from using the uniform distribution crossover strategy rather than
single- or multi-point crossover strategies. Higher mutation rates typically resulted in high
individual fitness scores, but low average scores, whereas very low mutation rates created the
opposite effect. The optimal mutation rate was found to be 5% and provided enough mutation to
allow for sporadic growth while preventing a decay in average scores. Lastly, the experiments
suggested the optimal fitness scores can be reached with a combination of elitist selection,
uniform distribution crossover, and low mutation strategies.
Limitations and Future Work
This study features limitations that could be improved with future experimentation. The
primary limitation involved the environmental constraints. The nature of the genetic algorithm
required a consistent environment that limited obstacles for the AI, player movement (since
backward movement was disabled), and scoring. For future experiments, the AI could be tested
in more complex environments that allow backward movements. The backward movement could
require a steep learning curve to distinguish when forward or backward movement is optimal.
New scoring functions could also be used to reward the agent for completing a map with an in17

game power-up such as Fire Flowers or Mushrooms, or by adding points for defeating enemies.
Adding more variables into the scoring system will allow for a more complex and realistic
environment, which may require a higher generation cap to achieve optimal results. Another
potential future application for this research is the creation of a coaching tool for players. The
coaching tool could read user-input in real time and use a genetic algorithm to find a way to
avoid what ended the player’s run. For example, if a player’s run ended because the jump input
was not held long enough, the genetic algorithm could go back a few inputs and dynamically
generate runs until it passed the point where the player ended. The coaching tool would notify
the player of what could be done to improve.
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